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	Focuses on combating bacterial pathogens by understanding their strategies of defense!

	

	Each chapter begins with a summary of concepts, so those not actively working in the field gain an overall picture of what follows!

	

	Highlights antibiotic resistance in pathogens that poses the greatest threat to human health!

	

	Containing nearly 2000 references for additional research, Bacterial Resistance to Antimicrobials

	
		discusses the ecology of drug resistance genes, acquired response, and selection in natural bacterial populations
	
		describes global response systems that are a basis of resistance
	
		details antibiotic modification, inactivation, and host target modification as means of resistance development
	
		considers efflux mechanisms, one of the major causes of multidrug resistance
	
		covers concepts for developing therapies against multidrug resistant organisms
	
		emphasizes the structural basis of lactamases and other enzymes involved in inactivation of antibiotics
	
		surveys the epidemiology of methicillin resistance among nosocomial isolates and community-acquired strains
	
		outlines molecular detection methods for mainstream diagnostic tests
	
		assesses the promise of modern genomics to identify novel targets for drug discovery screening

		

		Presenting the molecular basis, methods of detection and identification, and concepts for reducing the development and spread of resistant bacterial strains, Bacterial Resistance to Antimicrobials is an excellent reference for microbiologists, pharmacists, public health officials, infectious disease specialists, organic and medicinal chemists, and upper-level undergraduate and graduate students in these disciplines.
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An Introduction to HTML and JavaScript for Scientists and EngineersSpringer, 2007
The JavaScript language is widely used for simple online applications. This useful book presents HTML and JavaScript in a way that uniquely meets the needs of students in the sciences and engineering. It explains how to create simple, client-side applications for scientific and engineering calculations. It includes many complete HTML/JavaScript...
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Security and Privacy in Smart GridsCRC Press, 2013

	Presenting the work of prominent researchers working on smart grids and related fields around the world, Security and Privacy in Smart Grids identifies state-of-the-art approaches and novel technologies for smart grid communication and security. It investigates the fundamental aspects and applications of smart grid security...
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Hacker's DelightAddison Wesley, 2002

	This is a collection of small programming tricks that I have come across over many years. Most of them will work only on computers that represent integers in two's-complement form. Although a 32-bit machine is assumed when the register length is relevant, most of the tricks are easily adapted to machines with other register...
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Adaptive Web Sites: A Knowledge Extraction from Web Data Approach - Volume 170 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and ApplicationsIOS Press, 2008
This book can be presented in two different ways; introducing a particular methodology to build adaptive Web sites and; presenting the main concepts behind Web mining and then applying them to adaptive Web sites. In this case, adaptive Web sites is the case study to exemplify the tools introduced in the text. The authors start by introducing the...
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WordPress 2.9 E-CommercePackt Publishing, 2010

	WordPress is easily one of the hottest platforms for building blogs and general web sites. With the addition of the WP e-Commerce plug-in, it's also a competent platform for easily creating and running an online store, capable of selling physical items as well as services and digital downloads. WordPress with e-Commerce offers every...
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Talker Quality in Human and Machine Interaction: Modeling the Listener’s Perspective in Passive and Interactive Scenarios (T-Labs Series in Telecommunication Services)Springer, 2019

	
		The book discusses subjective ratings of quality and preference of unknown voices and dialog partners – their likability, for example. Human natural and artificial voices are studied in passive listening and interactive scenarios. In this book, the background, state of research, and contributions to the assessment and...
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